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Abstract— Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) represent
the new reference approach for semantic segmentation of very-
high-resolution (VHR) images, due to their ability to auto-
matically capture semantic information while learning relevant
features. However, as for most supervised methods, the map accu-
racy depends on the quantity and quality of ground truth (GT)
used to train them. The use of densely annotated data (i.e.,
a detailed, exhaustive, pixel-level GT) allows to obtain effective
CNN models but normally implies high efforts in annotation.
Such ground truth is often available in benchmark datasets on
which new methods are tested, but not on real data for land-cover
applications, where only sparse annotations might be sufficiently
cost effective. A CNN model trained with such incomplete GT
maps has the tendency to smooth object boundaries because they
are never precisely delineated in the GT. To cope with those
shortcomings, we propose to exploit the intermediate activation
maps of the CNN and to deploy a semisupervised fully connected
conditional random field (CRF). In comparison with competitors
using the same sparse annotations, the proposed method is able
to better fill part of the performance gap compared to a CNN
trained on the densely annotated, but generally unavailable, GTs.

Index Terms— Classification, clustering, conditional random
field (CRF), convolutional neural network (CNN), semantic
labeling, semisupervised learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

VERY-HIGH-RESOLUTION (VHR) remotely sensed
images have nowadays reached decimetric or centimet-

ric resolutions, therefore making high-resolution mapping of
urban space possible. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
represent a new standard to address this kind of task. Recent
works [1] have shown that methods based on fully convolu-
tional CNNs [2], [3] can reach very high per-pixel accuracy
and even reproduce the correct shapes of the objects seg-
mented. This is because the upper layers of such models can
capture shape statistics and inject them in the output maps.
Nevertheless, to correctly model those statistics, a CNN needs
to learn them from a dense ground truth (GT) that accurately
represents all object boundaries. Although such finely grained
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Fig. 1. Example of scribbled (left) GT (black areas are unlabeled) versus
dense annotations (right) in the Vaihingen dataset with the corresponding CNN
predictions.

GT maps are available in benchmark datasets, their creation is
very labor-intensive; as a consequence, dense, pixel-level GTs
are rarely available in real-world mapping applications. More
often, only a small number of annotations are available to train
models (see the left part of Fig. 1). This case, in which the
images used for training are only partially annotated, can profit
from semisupervised learning [4], [5], where both labeled and
unlabeled pixels are leveraged to solve the task.

In this work, we focus on how to improve the results from
a CNN trained with incomplete, more easily obtainable, e.g.,
scribbled GT, thus falling into the semisupervised setting.
Partially annotated GTs come with different levels of detail.
The first kind, the most aggressive in time-saving, consists in
providing only image-level labels (i.e., a list of the classes
in the scene without any location information [6]). This
scenario can be relaxed to the case of more localized but
incomplete annotations as single-pixel locations per class [7]
or multiple locations in the form of hand-drawn scribbles [8].
We propose a method focusing on the latter case and aiming
at mitigating the impact of the sparsely annotated training
set while partly recovering the shapes of the objects. The
proposed method is based on a novel and efficient approxi-
mation of a fully connected conditional random field (CRF),
in which we account for long-range spatial dependencies
through intermediate nodes based on clustering. The clustering
stage uses intermediate CNN features to benefit simultane-
ously of low-level filtering, high-level semantic, and sharp
edges. The key idea is to accept a significantly suboptimal
(i.e., scribbled) training set and to exploit as much as possible
the information that the CNN has captured across all layers
and activations by integrating it into a probabilistic graphical
model.
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To experimentally validate the method, we simulate scrib-
bled annotations starting from well-known aerial land-cover
benchmarks. For this purpose, we downgrade their dense GTs,
by applying morphological erosion and removing most of the
annotated objects (see Fig. 1). This testing approach makes
it possible to both validate the effectiveness of the proposed
method and evaluate how the degradation of the original dense
GT impacts classification accuracy.

A preliminary presentation of this work was published by
the authors in a conference paper [9]. We extend it here,
provide an in-depth methodological analysis, and add results
on one more dataset (the International Society for Photogram-
metry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) Potsdam).

This article is organized as follows. In Section II, the related
previous work in the CNN and CRF literature is recalled.
In Section III, we present the methodological formulation of
the proposed model. In Section IV, we describe the datasets
and the setup of experiments, whose results are then discussed
in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

A. Convolutional Neural Networks

CNNs [10], [11] are the new standard for image semantic
segmentation. Compared to traditional feature engineering,
they have the advantage of learning both features and the
downstream task from data. A vast literature in VHR pixel
segmentation exists. The first attempts [12]–[15] performed
inference using a sliding window and mapping from a patch
to a single label (representing the central pixel of the patch),
thus generating the whole classification map one pixel at a
time. However, this was far from being efficient and limited
the capability of the CNN itself to encode spatial information
in the classification process. To address this, different CNN
architectures have been developed in order to perform dense
prediction, i.e., estimating the classification labels of all pixels
contained in the input patch simultaneously. In this way,
the network implicitly encodes spatial relations between the
different classes. Examples include upsampling the activations
by interpolation [3], fully convolutional models [16], [17],
and learned deconvolution layers [2]. In [18], models were
even trained to predict object boundaries as an auxiliary task.
Inspired by the hypercolumn model [19], the authors of [20]
and [21] stacked upsampled activations at multiple scales to
train other layers performing dense prediction.

This body of literature has proven the opportunities for
remote sensing image processing with CNNs but also showed
an important downside; CNNs for semantic segmentation often
assume the availability of densely annotated data, which are
often unavailable. When a CNN is trained with incomplete
or scribbled GTs, the resulting prediction maps often have
poor geometrical fidelity, especially near the object boundaries
where most often no training samples are provided. These
cases with incomplete GT have been treated as a weakly super-
vised problem [22] in which the supervision is incomplete.
Various levels of label incompleteness have been treated for
semantic segmentation, such as image-level labels without any
location information [23], single point labels [7], or scribbled
labels [8], [24], [25]. Most recent approaches address the

incompleteness of the GT by integrating pseudo-labels in the
training of the CNN [26], [27]. On the contrary, the method
proposed in this article modifies neither the CNN model nor
the data used in the training. Instead, the method enforces
contextual information using a novel CRF model that approxi-
mates full connectivity to consider long-range spatial relations.
The related previous work on CRF modeling is recalled in
Section II-B.

B. Conditional Random Fields

A way to tackle the problem of scarcity of training samples
is to inject priors about the spatial contextual information,
typically using a graphical model. CRFs [28] are probabilistic
graphical models that include contextual information in terms
of class interactions among neighboring pixels conditioned on
the observed variables [29], [30]. A CRF is determined by an
energy function, whose minimization with respect to the labels
provides the maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution [29].

A limitation of the classical CRF formulation, which makes
use of unary and pairwise potentials, is that the adjacency
structure does not allow the CRF to capture long-range
dependencies within the image. In a VHR image, a pixel
can represent a ground region of linear size equal to even
5–10 cm, so looking to the direct neighbors might not capture
sufficient context. In the literature, to address the problem
of the restricted neighborhood, the basic CRF structure has
been expanded to include hierarchical connectivity and higher
order potentials defined on image regions [31]–[34]. Even if
different models have shown significant progresses [33]–[35],
the accuracy of all these approaches is restricted by the
accuracy of the unsupervised image segmentation process,
used to compute the regions on which the model operates.
In [36], a model that accommodates for different spatial
supports is proposed, in particular with regard to pixels and
regions. Posteriors estimated on these two layers are fused
probabilistically using a CRF with two interconnected layers.
The input for this model can be the output of any classifier,
which estimates a pixelwise posterior distribution over the
labels. In [37], a CNN is used to jointly learn two tasks:
a semantic segmentation and a semantic boundary detection.
Then, boundaries are used to determine a pairwise potential in
a CRF model. However, this model needs a GT with precise
boundaries, which as for the methods discussed in the last
section, we consider not realistic.

Ideally, an alternative solution to encode long-range con-
nections would be a fully connected CRF, a model in which
each pixel is connected to each other pixel of the image
[38]–[41]. This allows each pixel to gather information from
similar pixels all over the image and not just from its own
neighbors. A naïve approach to fully connected CRF modeling
would operate with a dense N × N pairwise matrix (N being
the total number of pixels), which is impractical in terms of
memory and computational complexity.

An efficient approach based on the mean-field approxima-
tion [42] has been shown effective to move toward the desired
behavior of fully connected models. Nonetheless, the complex-
ity of this approximation is linear with the dimension of the
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Fig. 2. Overall block diagram of the proposed method.

feature space, making its use impractical for highly dimen-
sional spaces, either natively associated with hyperspectral
imagery or deriving from a large number of extracted features.
In this work, we cope with this limitation by exploiting the
high-dimensional features extracted by the intermediate layers
of a network to define an additional structure accounting for
long-range connections.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

A. Overview of the Proposed Approach

As mentioned in Section I, a CNN trained with a sparsely
annotated GT, a scribbled GT, generally exhibits poor perfor-
mance, particularly in terms of geometry, due to the incom-
plete spatial information in the input training data. In this
respect, using a CRF is especially appealing [37].

To reduce this impact of scribbled GT on the geometrical
properties of the final segmentation map, we propose to use
the inner feature representation of the CNN through clustering.
We develop a novel CRF model that, besides characterizing
traditional relations in the direct neighborhood of each pixel,
also considers relations between each pair of clusters in a
fully connected way (see Section III-C) and between each
cluster and a set of suitably neighboring image pixels (see
Section III-D and Fig. 4). The original logits of the CNN are
incorporated in the unary potentials of this CRF.

The workflow of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.
Intermediate activations are extracted from the CNN, and
principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to these acti-
vations for dimensionality reduction purposes. A subset of the
principal components is stacked to the input image data. Then,
clustering is performed on the resulting stacked tensor. The
goal of this clustering process in the joint space of network
activations and image data is to identify subsets of similar
pixels across the image—where the similarity is not only in the
original image data but also in the semantics expressed by the
activations. Then, the cluster centroids are used as additional
nodes in the proposed CRF to encode long-range interactions.

We name our proposed method “cluster-level fully con-
nected CRF (Cl-FC-CRF).” Cl-FC-CRF can be fed with
the activations from an arbitrary CNN, and the corre-
sponding minimum-energy solution incorporates local and
long-range spatial dependencies to reduce the impact of
a spatially poor training map. In Sections III-C and III-D,
the different components of the method are described sep-
arately. After we recall the basics and the nomenclature
of CRF models in Section III-B, we describe the stacked

tensor and clustering stage and the proposed CRF model in
Sections III-C and III-D, respectively.

B. Conditional Random Fields

CRFs are models based on energy minimization, where the
energy is related to the inverse of the logarithm of the global
posterior distribution. For models composed of up to pairwise
nonzero clique potentials, i.e., models considering at most the
interactions between pairs of pixels, the energy is expressed
as follows [43]:

U(Y|X ) =
∑
i∈I

Di (yi |X ) + λ
∑
i∈I
j∈∂ i

V (yi , y j |X ). (1)

Di (yi |X ), named unary or association potential, is related to
the pixelwise posterior probability of the label yi of the single
pixel i of the pixel lattice I, given the feature random field X .
It can be derived from the output of a classifier (e.g., a CNN,
random forest, or a parametric density model) [29]. Then,
V (yi , y j |X ), named pairwise or interaction potential, formal-
izes the spatial relations among the labels of two neighboring
pixels (i ∈ I, j ∈ ∂i , where ∂i ⊂ I is the neighborhood
of i ), again conditioned to the feature random field, with
the goal of pushing for the desired spatial behavior (e.g.,
smoothness, edge-preserving regularization, and anisotropy).
Y indicates the random field of the labels of all pixels.
Finally, λ is a positive parameter that tunes the relative
importance of Di and V .

C. Multiscale Tensor and Clustering Stage

In a convolutional network, the different intermediate activa-
tions are learned with receptive fields of increasing size. This
allows such architectures to exploit information that is relevant
at different scales. Indeed, as we move across the network
from the input to the output layers, the intermediate activations
progressively lose pure spatial information to gain semantic
meaning [44]. The network is generally made of several
“blocks” of layers corresponding to the same spatial extent
and mutually separated by pooling layers. In the proposed
method, a single layer of activations is taken from each of
the first L blocks of the network, upsampled to the original
resolution and stacked together

zi =
L⊕

�=1

z�
i (2)

where zi is the overall feature vector of pixel i ∈ I, z�
i is

the feature vector in the same location taken right before the
pooling layer at the end of the �th block (� = 1, 2, . . . , L), and
⊕ is the concatenation operator. Activations are taken from a
single layer on the first L times when there is a reduction in
the spatial resolution in the contracting path of the network.
The rationale is not to degrade spatial resolution too much in
the feature vectors zi to be involved in clustering.

In this way, a 3-D tensor is obtained. Let d be the resulting
dimensionality of zi (i.e., zi ∈ R

d for i ∈ I). Details about
specific implementations will be provided in Section IV. The
use of intermediate activations of the CNN as additional inputs
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Fig. 3. Example of principal component analysis (PCA) applied to blocks
of activations and stack with the original image.

generally increases the data dimensionality. The number of
components of these activations grows proportionally as the
number of filters in the CNN becomes large, thus potentially
containing redundant components. In order to reduce the
dimensionality of the resulting tensor, a separate PCA is
applied for each block of activations (i.e., the activation maps
of a single layer of the CNN) and only a smaller number p of
principal components is kept as in [37]. This allows to speed
up computations of both the subsequent clustering and energy
minimization steps while removing redundancies in the CNN
activations.

The largest principal components coming from each block
are then concatenated together and with the original image.
The feature vector obtained on pixel i ∈ I from this stacking is
denoted xi , and n indicates its dimensionality (i.e., xi ∈ R

n).
k-means is run on the corresponding n-dimensional stacked
dataset (see Fig. 3). On the one hand, we do so to benefit,
within the clustering stage, from the spatio-spectral informa-
tion extraction performed by the CNN. On the other hand,
the k-means partition joins similar pixels all over the image in
the same cluster, thus allowing connections through points at
any distance on the image itself. Furthermore, in the clustering
stage, the joint use of the intermediate activations and the
remotely sensed data allows fusing multiscale information
corresponding to multiple levels of abstraction.

From this perspective, the use of the inner feature map of
the CNN in the clustering stage allows enforcing relations
not only among pixels whose feature vectors are similar in
terms of input image data but also among pixels that exhibit
similar CNN activations. The latter are interpreted in terms of
similar semantic meaning as captured by the CNN. The inner
feature map of the CNN would not serve the same purpose
as the clusters because the receptive field of the CNN filters
is still spatially limited, preventing the characterization of

Fig. 4. Diagram of the proposed model: the CRF connects each pixel (black
circle) with its neighbors (gray circles) in the image and with the h most
similar clusters (colored circles). The clusters are fully connected (middle).
On the top, only connections for the blue cluster are shown for clarity.

relations between pixels across the whole image. Furthermore,
the outputs of region extraction/superpixel methods could
formally be used in Cl-FC-CRF instead of the clustering
result. However, such methods group pixels that are not only
homogeneous in their feature vectors but also nearby from a
spatial point of view. This would intrinsically limit the ability
of the proposed approach to model long-range interactions.

Let C and � be the set of clusters obtained by k-means and
the set of classes indicated by the training set, respectively.
In the proposed model, a feature vector xc and a label yc

are associated with each cluster c ∈ C (xc ∈ R
n; yc ∈ �).

Specifically, xc is defined as the centroid of cluster c ∈ C
(c ⊂ I)

xc = 1

|c|
∑
i∈c

xi (3)

where |c| indicates the number of pixels in cluster c. The label
yc is assigned by taking the maximum values of the averaged
CNN estimates of the pixelwise posteriors over cluster c.

D. Cluster-Level Fully Connected CRF

The rationale of our CRF is to approximate a fully con-
nected behavior through a computationally affordable solution,
which is determined by the clustering partition. Given the pixel
lattice I, the feature vector xi ∈ R

n of pixel i ∈ I is composed
of the stacked features described in Section III-C. yi ∈ � is
the label associated with each individual pixel i ∈ I.

Hence, the random fields of features and labels are
X = {xi , xc}i∈I,c∈C and Y = {yi , yc}i∈I,c∈C, respectively. In
the proposed CRF, pixels are connected locally using a tradi-
tional neighborhood system, while clusters are fully connected,
and a pixel is connected to the clusters corresponding to the
h nearest neighbors (h-NN) among the centroids (including
the cluster the pixel belongs to). Let again ∂i ⊂ I be the
neighborhood of pixel i in the lattice I and ∂̄i ⊂ C be its
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set of h-NNs among the cluster centroids. The energy of the
proposed Cl-FC-CRF approach is

U(Y|X ) =
∑
i∈I

Di (yi |X ) + λII
∑
i∈I
j∈∂ i

V (yi , y j |xi , x j)

+ γ
∑
c∈C

Dc(yc|X ) + λCC
∑

c,d∈C
c �=d

V (yc, yd |xc, xd)

+ λIC
∑
i∈I
c∈∂̄i

V (yi , yc|xi , xc). (4)

Here, Di and Dc are unary potentials for the pixel and cluster
layers, respectively. On the pixel lattice (i ∈ I; y ∈ �)

Di (y|X ) = − ln P̂cnn(yi = y|X ) (5)

is the negative log-posterior probability predicted on pixel
i ∈ I by the CNN (see Section II-A). On the cluster lattice,
for consistency with (5), we want the unary potential to be
proportional to the average CNN pixel-wise posterior, for each
cluster and each class (c ∈ C, y ∈ �)

Dc(y|X ) ∝ − ln

[
1

|c|
∑
i∈c

P̂cnn(yi = y|X )

]
. (6)

We also note that unary contributions resulting from pixels
and clusters additively combine in the energy (4). Each clus-
ter is composed of possibly many pixels and consequently
erroneously labeling a cluster may favor erroneously labeling
many pixels. Accordingly, it is desired that Dc intrinsically
exhibits a larger weight than Di in the overall energy (4). For
this purpose, we define the cluster unary potential as

Dc(y|X ) = −|I|
k

ln

[
1

|c|
∑
i∈c

P̂cnn(yi = y|X )

]
(7)

where the first factor is the average number of pixels per
cluster. In (4), γ is a weight introduced to fine-tune the balance
between the two unary terms. A similar weighting issue is
well known in the literature of hierarchical Markov random
fields through the MAP and maximizer of posterior marginals
criteria [45].

The other terms represent pairwise energy contributions that
favor spatial smoothness.

1) V (yi , y j |xi , x j ) enforces consistency among neighbor-
ing pixels.

2) V (yc, yd |xc, xd) represents the pairwise potential
between a pair of clusters that encourages similar clus-
ters to be assigned to the same class. As the clusters are
fully connected, it is defined for each possible couple of
clusters.

3) V (yi , yc|xi , xc) represents the cross-layers (pixel-
cluster) pairwise potential. This term is defined between
each pixel and the aforementioned h-NN centroids.

λII , λCC , and λIC are positive parameters that tune the
relative importance of between the different contextual terms.
In all such cases, we use a contrast-sensitive Potts potential
(x, x′ ∈ R

n; y, y ′ ∈ �) [46]

V (y, y ′|x, x′) = [1 − δ(y, y ′)]K (x, x′) (8)

where δ is the Kronecker symbol and K is a Gaussian radial
basis function kernel with variance σ 2 (σ > 0)

K (x, x′) = exp

(
−‖x − x′‖2

2σ 2

)
. (9)

This choice favors consistency in the labeling within and
across the pixel and cluster layers while simultaneously weigh-
ing on the similarity among the corresponding feature vectors.
λII , λCC , and λIC are positive parameters that tune the
tradeoff between the different pairwise terms.

To minimize U(Y|X ) with respect to Y , the two lattices,
related to pixels and clusters, respectively, are combined into
a single undirected planar graph through the same implemen-
tation procedure described in in [36], in which a larger graph
whose nodes include both pixels and clusters are introduced.
Both the intralayer and the cross-layer interactions are reor-
ganized accordingly. This allows the application of efficient
solvers for minimum-energy tasks on planar graph: details
can be found in [36]. In this work, the α–β swap graph
cut method [47], which decomposes a multiclass inference
problem in a sequence of binary ones, is used. The algorithm
is guaranteed to converge to a local minimum with strong
optimality properties [46], [48], [49].

IV. DATA AND SETUP

A. Datasets for Experiments

The performance of the proposed Cl-FC-CRF method is
tested on two VHR datasets, provided by ISPRS for the “2-D
semantic labeling contest.”

1) Vaihingen1: 33 tiles, 16 of which are fully annotated,
with an average size of 2494 × 2064 pixels and a
spatial resolution of 9 cm. Among the labeled tiles,
numbers 11, 15, 28, and 30 are used for testing and all
the others are used for training the CNN, as done in [16]
and [2]. In particular, tile 34 is used as a validation set
to optimize the hyperparameters of the method.

2) Potsdam2: 38 tiles of size 6000 × 6000, with a spatial
resolution of 5 cm; 24 tiles are fully annotated. We use
tile 7_09 for validating the hyperparameters, tiles 6_07,
6_08, 6_09, 7_07, and 7_08 for testing, and all the other
tiles for training the model.

In both datasets, the orthorectified images, whose chan-
nels are near infrared (NIR), red (R), and green (G), are
available together with a digital surface model (DSM) and
a ground-height normalized DSM (nDSM). The classifica-
tion task involves the following land-cover/land-use classes:
“impervious surfaces” (roads and concrete surfaces), “build-
ings,” “low vegetation” (mainly grass), “trees,” “cars,” and
“clutter.” This last class is considered only in the case of the
Potsdam dataset and groups uncategorized surfaces (such as
water) and noisy structures. The data represent those classes
in a highly imbalanced way, with “buildings” and “impervious
surfaces” accounting for roughly 50% of the labeled pixels,
while “car” and “clutter” account for 2% only.

1http://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm3/wg4/semantic-labeling.html
2http://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm3/wg4/2d-sem-label-

potsdam.html
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Fig. 5. Diagram of the used hypercolumn network, with emphasis on the
exact structure and the two blocks of intermediate activations used in the
proposed method.

B. CNN Architectures

The unary potentials are obtained through a CNN classifier
providing probability scores at the pixel level. The method
is experimentally validated in conjunction with two different
CNN architectures, each applied to both the aforementioned
datasets. This experimental protocol is chosen to investigate
the sensitivity of the technique to the choice of different neural
architectures.

1) Hypercolumn: The architecture in [19] exhibited good
performances in the application to dense classification in [21];
its approach exploits the spatial accuracy of intermediate layers
and the first layer of the CNN [19] (Fig. 5). We use the
hypercolumn network proposed in [19] with the modifications
developed in [21] (see Fig. 5):

1) The main trunk of CNN is a traditional image classi-
fication network. It learns hierarchical filters via sets
of convolutions and then nonlinearities [rectified linear
units (ReLUs)] and spatial pooling.

2) The activations at the different levels after ReLU are
then upsampled at the original image resolution and
stacked to the image bands in a single tensor.

3) This tensor is used to learn a per-pixel multilayer
perceptron classifier via a set of 1 × 1 convolution
filters.

2) U-Net: It is one of the most used architectures in remote
sensing [50] and consists of an overall autoencoder structure,
composed by (see Fig. 6).

1) The encoder, a contracting path that applies convolu-
tions, ReLUs, spatial pooling, and dropout.

2) Midlayers.
3) The decoder, an upsampling path, symmetric to the

contracting part. It applies upsampling (e.g., bilinear
interpolation or learned transposed convolution) to get
back to the original image size.

The CNNs are trained on an RTX2080Ti GPU. The required
training time varies depending on the model and dataset
(see Section IV-E).

Fig. 6. Diagram of the adopted U-Net network, with emphasis on the exact
structure and the intermediate activations used in the proposed method.

C. Simulation of a Scribble-Like Training Map

The labels coming with the GTs of the two datasets are
used to experimentally validate the proposed method. For the
training, different training maps are created starting from the
original dense GT maps. As mentioned in the introduction,
the aim is to obtain scribble-like GTs to simulate low-effort
annotations. The quantity of pixels that a human annotator
would be able to label in a few minutes per image is con-
sidered, in order to set a procedure that could simulate that
behavior. Operatively, first, 60% of the original label content
is removed at the pixel level using morphological erosion,
therefore depriving the GT of all class information close to the
object boundaries. Then, a second reduction stage is applied
at the level of object segments, by identifying all connected
regions in the label map resulting from the first stage and
by removing 60% of them (randomly selected with equal
probability).

Morphological erosion [51] is applied keeping in consid-
eration the initial percentage of pixels per class (over the
total number of training pixels) to avoid altering this balance
significantly. In particular, the radius of the circular structuring
element is defined per class and depends on this ratio, so to be
smaller for classes characterized by an initially low percentage
over the total number of pixels. This is done in order to avoid
that classes characterized by small instances (such as cars) are
completely removed. Nonetheless, the subsequent removal of
objects overall behaves more aggressively because large con-
nected areas (such as streets) are sometimes removed entirely.
The obtained GT exhibits some regions labeled densely but
without getting close to the spatial borders, while other regions
are completely removed. This is consistent with what we
generally expect from the annotations made by a human
operator. Fig. 7 shows an example of the result of applying
erosion to the original training map and of consequently
removing the majority of the connected objects. Such GTs
simulated for the experiments exhibit a considerable sparsity,
with an average of 20% of the total number of image pixels
being labeled, and represent challenging test beds for the
proposed and benchmark methods (see Section IV-F) and for
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Fig. 7. Example of simulated GT (upper panel, black areas are unlabeled)
compared to the original dense one (lower panel). These tiles are in the test
set, so the GTs are shown for visualization purposes only, since they are not
used for training the CNN.

their capabilities to mitigate the impact of sparse training
maps.

D. Hyperparameter Tuning

Our proposed method involves several hyperparameters. The
weights λII, λCC, λIC , and γ are automatically determined.
Each parameter is discretized in the set {2m : m = 0, 1, 2}
(which has been determined through trial-and-error experi-
ments) and the parameter configuration corresponding to the
maximum validation accuracy is chosen in the resulting 4-D
grid. The standard deviation σ of the Gaussian kernel in
the pairwise potential is also automatically determined. It is
computed as the median Euclidean distance between all con-
sidered pairs of feature vectors. For the other hyperparameters
L, p, k, and h, we search for a good set of values based
on the validation accuracy of the hypercolumn model on
the Vaihingen dataset. All other models use the same set
of hyperparameter values without any further tuning. These
hyperparameters are set as follows.

1) The number L of blocks from which activations are
extracted for clustering purposes is set to 2. Each
consecutive block corresponds to a reduction of a factor
2 in the spatial resolution of the corresponding features.
With L = 2, activations with resolutions twice and four
times coarser than the original image, respectively, are
used for clustering. If L ≥ 3, the clustering stage would
use features whose resolutions would also be at least
eight times coarser than the original image, thus possibly
degrading the spatial quality of the output map.

2) The number of principal components, p, is set to
3 experimentally, considering the behavior of the

corresponding eigenvalues. In the case of both datasets,
given the sequence of PCA eigenvalues ranked in
decreasing order, the sum of the first 3 eigenvalues
accounts for 50% of the total sum of the eigenvalues,
which is deemed an acceptable compromise, given the
large number of components of the inner feature maps
of the CNN. It is worth noting that, in the case of
the hypercolumn, the activations are upsampled within
the model and PCA is applied afterward, whereas in the
case of U-Net, for memory occupation reasons, PCA is
applied before upsampling the intermediate activations.

3) For each multiscale tensor (associated with an image),
k-means is run on a subset of its pixels, in order to
keep the computational complexity low. A subset of
around 1/1000 of the total number of pixels is selected
randomly in a grid fashion: after subdividing the image
into 32 × 32 nonoverlapping windows, one pixel is
randomly selected with uniform distribution from each
window. This allows for fast computation times but
possibly adds some variance through the initial seed of
the random sampling. The number of clusters k is chosen
empirically as 256, as a good tradeoff between the qual-
ity of the clusters and the computational load involved.
For computational convenience, energy minimization is
implemented by subdividing the image into patches of
600 × 600 pixels, and therefore, the weight coefficient
|I|/k in (7) is approximately 1400.

4) The number h of nearest centroids is experimentally
set to 4, i.e., each pixel is connected to the clusters
associated with the four nearest centroids. On the one
hand, connecting each pixel only to the nearest centroid
(1-NN) would not be sufficient to capture long-range
dependencies and may cause a strong dependence of the
results on the specific clustering solution. On the other
hand, if h is too large, not only would the computational
costs increase but also dissimilar clusters would be
encouraged to be assigned the same class, negatively
affecting the results.

E. Computation Time

In the adopted experimental setup, CNN training requires
an average of 2 and 6 h in the cases of Vaihingen and
Potsdam, respectively. The full inference time for obtaining
the classification map of a single tile from each CNN is
in the order of a few seconds. Extracting the intermediate
activations takes a similar time. Applying PCA to each tile
in the Vaihingen and Potsdam datasets requires an average of
2.5 s and 3 min, respectively, due to the much smaller tile size
of Vaihingen than of Potsdam. The whole process of clustering
and centroid unary generation requires an average of 30 s per
tile on both datasets.

As mentioned above, to perform energy minimization,
each tile is split into partially overlapping patches of
600 × 600 pixels, and α–β swap is applied to each patch
separately. In this processing stage, the four-connected neigh-
borhood system is used in the pixel lattice. Energy mini-
mization, within a MATLAB implementation for laboratory
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TABLE I

ACCURACIES OBTAINED ON FOUR TILES OF THE VAIHINGEN DATASET BY THE CNN TRAINED WITH THE SCRIBBLED GT, THE CONVENTIONAL CRF,
THE METHOD PROPOSED IN [42], AND CL-FC-CRF. ALL SUCH RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN BOTH CASES IN WHICH THE BASELINE CNN IS

EITHER THE HYPERCOLUMN OR U-NET, AND THE GREEN NUMBERS INDICATE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE AVERAGE PERFORMANCE METRIC

COMPARED TO THIS BASELINE. THE RESULTS OF THE FESTA NETWORK ARE ALSO SHOWN

experiments on a desktop machine (no GPU), requires an
average of 1 and 2 min per patch in the cases of Vaihingen
and Potsdam, respectively, due to the larger number of classes
in the latter dataset. Each tile of Vaihingen and Potsdam is
divided into 20 and 144 patches, respectively, leading to a total
computation time of approximately 20 min and 5 h per tile,
respectively.

These overall computational times are compatible with the
typical timeline of land-cover mapping applications. Unlike
emergency applications (e.g., rapid response or damage assess-
ment after a natural disaster) in which short computation
times are critical, land-cover mapping usually does not involve
strict time constraints (e.g., the mapping of a given terri-
tory may be updated annually or once every few years).
Furthermore, the aforementioned patch-wise process could
be easily parallelized in an engineered production-oriented
implementation.

F. Competing Methods

The results of the proposed method are compared to those
coming from: 1) the CNN trained with the scribbled GT;
2) a canonical four-connected CRF (Section III-B); 3) the
fully connected approximation method proposed in [42]; and
4) the algorithm in [25] for dense labeling with a scribbled
GT. The canonical CRF uses the same unary potential (5)
and contrast-sensitive Potts pairwise potential (8) and (9)
of Cl-FC-CRF but makes no use of the cluster terms. The
method in [42] includes 11 parameters, and a grid search in
the corresponding 11-D parameter space would be computa-
tionally intractable. Hence, the parameters are initialized to
their default values and are ranked according to how sensitive
the accuracy is to them. Then, each parameter is updated
individually with a 1-D search. The approach [25], named
FEature and Spatial relaTional regulArization (FESTA), is a
CNN architecture that extends the hypercolumn with a loss
function especially designed for semisupervised classification
with scribbled GT. FESTA is trained with the same sparse
GT used to train the two proposed baseline architectures
(i.e., hypercolumn and U-Net). For both competing methods,
the implementations published online by the authors have been
used for experiments.34

3https://www.philkr.net/code/
4https://github.com/Hua-YS/Semantic-Segmentation-with-Sparse-Labels

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Vaihingen Results

In Fig. 8, details of the mapping results obtained by the
proposed and benchmark methods are shown. The intensity of
the color is modulated by the intensity of the original image to
allow for better visualization. An example of the results of the
clustering algorithm is shown in Fig. 8(g). This example refers
to the use of the hypercolumn as a baseline CNN. Clusters are
given random colors for visualization. Figs. 8(h) and 9(h) show
the class label yc assigned to each cluster.

Considering the results obtained in conjunction with the
hypercolumn, the impact of Cl-FC-CRF is visually identifi-
able in the zoomed close-ups in the top line of Fig. 8: the
delineation of the borders of the buildings is greatly improved
and some zones, which are completely mislabeled by both the
CNN and the conventional CRF that are corrected. In fact,
the standard CRF does not significantly improve the CNN
results since the majority of the errors are due to oversmooth-
ing or to missed full objects, while the local nature of the CRF
is intended to correct especially small-size classification errors.
Both our method and the method in [42] help obtain sharper
class boundaries, but only our method, among the considered
ones, is able to recover completely missed objects, such as the
partial building on the left of the tile, and to suppress wrongly
labeled objects, such as the misclassified shaded areas.

Table I shows the accuracy measures obtained for the
considered techniques. The increase in accuracy obtained by
Cl-FC-CRF with respect to the original CNN is ten times
larger than that obtained by the canonical CRF and 50% larger
than [42]. The other side of the coin to the capability of our
model to reduce the number of areas misclassified as “car” is
that, for this class, Cl-FC-CRF offers a precision 2× better,
at the expense of a loss of 20% in recall. Since “car” is a
minority class, k-means tends to find relatively few clusters
that are majority “car” pixels, resulting in the car class being
less favored. Most “car” pixels are spread across clusters that
are mostly dominated by other thematic classes. This explains
the low class-wise recall. However, it should be noticed how
the recall of the “car” class for the densely trained CNN is
anyway around 33% (see Table IV). This points out that the
higher recall value for the CNN trained with the scribbled GT
derives from an overprediction of this class (predicting cars
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Fig. 8. Details of tile 30 of the Vaihingen dataset. (a) Hypercolumn trained with the scribbled GT. (b) Canonical CRF. (c) [42]. (d) Cl-FC-CRF. (e) NIR-R-G
image. (f) GT. (g) Clustering result. (h) Map obtained by labeling each cluster according to the maximum average posterior (all obtained starting from
hypercolumn classification). (i) U-Net trained with the scribbled GT. (j) Canonical CRF. (k) [42]. (l) Cl-FC-CRF (all obtained starting from U-Net classification).
The panels in the first and last rows correspond to results obtained from baseline hypercolumn and U-Net, respectively. Color legend: buildings, trees, grass,
and cars; streets are in white.

also when there are none), i.e., it is obtained at the expense
of low precision. In fact, among all considered approaches,
the results of the proposed method are the closest to the ones
obtained by a CNN trained with a dense GT (details about
this are shown in Section V-D).

Regarding the results obtained starting from the posterior
probabilities coming from U-Net, the conventional CRF is
again unable to correct large misclassified areas and yields an
improvement of around 0.5%. On the one hand, the method
proposed in [42] accurately retrieves the borders of the objects.
On the other hand, where these borders are not detected,
some areas are merged together although they belong to
different classes. The proposed technique does not exhibit this
drawback and obtains an improvement twice greater than the
one obtained in [42] with respect to the baseline U-Net result.
Moreover, in conjunction with U-Net, the proposed method
discriminates the “car” class better than in combination with
the hypercolumn. The recall of “car” still decreases compared

to the baseline U-Net because of the same reason discussed
above, but it remains in between the recalls obtained by the
CNN and the method in [42].

The FESTA algorithm also obtains a significant improve-
ment compared to the hypercolumn, with which it shares
significant architectural components. In particular, the results
achieved in this experiment are in line with those obtained
on the Vaihingen dataset by the authors of [25]. Cl-FC-
CRF, when combined with the hypercolumn, achieves slightly
higher average values of overall accuracy (OA) and Cohen’s
κ . In conjunction with U-Net, which makes for a more
accurate baseline than the hypercolumn in the case of the
considered dataset, Cl-FC-CRF allows a further improvement
to be achieved.

B. Potsdam Results

Table II shows the scores obtained on the Potsdam dataset.
The results obtained starting from hypercolumn architecture
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TABLE II

ACCURACIES OBTAINED ON FIVE TILES OF THE POTSDAM DATASET BY THE CNN TRAINED WITH THE SCRIBBLED GT, THE CONVENTIONAL
CRF, THE METHOD PROPOSED IN [42], AND CL-FC-CRF. ALL SUCH RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN BOTH CASES IN WHICH THE BASELINE

CNN IS EITHER THE HYPERCOLUMN OR U-NET, AND THE GREEN NUMBERS INDICATE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE AVERAGE

PERFORMANCE METRIC COMPARED TO THIS BASELINE

are shown in the leftmost part of the table and mirrors those
obtained in the case of Vaihingen, with the canonical CRF
lacking the ability to recover from major errors. On the
contrary, in terms of both OA and κ , the method in [42]
and the proposed one obtain significant improvements over the
baseline CNN, with the larger improvements being achieved
by Cl-FC-CRF. The obtained maps are shown in the top row
of Fig. 9. The “clutter” class is over predicted, as indicated
also by the low precision for that class. The same is true for
“car” class. Yet, both [42] and the proposed method improve
this precision, compared to the hypercolumn, while keeping
the recall above 75%. Furthermore, the map obtained by
the CNN poorly delineates individual objects, resulting in
blob-like shapes. This artifact is strongly mitigated in [42]
and Cl-FC-CRF, which both provide quite similar maps and
are capable of retrieving high-resolution spatial features.

The bottom row of Fig. 9 shows the maps obtained starting
from the U-Net posteriors for the Potsdam dataset. U-Net,
trained with the scribbled GT, produces mapping results that
exhibit spatial artifacts similar to granular noise. On the one
hand, this kind of error is easily removed using the canonical
four-connected CRF, which can achieve an improvement of
around 2% compared to the classification map obtained by
the CNN. On the other hand, class recognition errors can
also be noted in the result obtained by this canonical CRF,
which, in some cases, even propagates the errors made by
the CNN. For example, as shown in Fig. 9, in “building”
regions, the CNN erroneously assigns many pixels to “car,”
and the spatial regularization favored by the canonical CRF
even propagates this error in several areas [consider top-left
building in the panel in Fig. 9(j)]. This behavior overall limits
the aforementioned improvement obtained in the reduction of
granular artifacts.

The method in [42] leverages also on long-range dependen-
cies, obtaining an improvement of over 4% with respect to the
U-Net prediction. However, some of the areas, missclassified
by the canonical CRF, still exhibit smaller errors. On the
contrary, the map generated by Cl-FC-CRF does not exhibit
this limitation in most areas. Consider again the rooftops
of Fig. 9. The proposed CRF is the only method, among

the considered ones, capable of uniformly correcting both
areas characterized by granular classification (as the top-left
building in the panel, which is completely corrected) and
wide areas that are completely misclassified by the baseline
CNN (as the buildings in the right-bottom side of the panel
and, partially, the one on the right-middle side). Indeed, Cl-
FC-CRF obtains an improvement slightly higher than the one
obtained by the method in [42], again more than 4% with
respect to the baseline CNN. Another area of interest is in the
top right of the panel, corresponding to a car park. The GT
displays it as a pure impervious surface (road) with parked
cars. The considered methods obtain slightly different results,
none of which corresponding to the GT. However, looking
at the NIR-R-G image in panel (e), it is possible to see
the grass separating the individual groups of parking spaces.
The proposed method, unlike the other considered techniques,
regularizes that area in the correct way, despite the inherent
error in the GT.

The scores obtained starting from U-Net posteriors are
presented in the right panel of Table II. The values for
Cl-FC-CRF mirror those obtained in the case of the Vaihingen
dataset, compared to the prediction of the CNN. The same
comments made on this behavior in Section V-A hold in the
case of Potsdam. As in the case of Vaihingen, the minority
classes (especially “cars” and “clutter”) may be penalized by
clusters that merge their pixels together with samples from
other classes. In the Potsdam dataset, this holds in particular
for the “clutter” class since it has no real intraclass common
features and is especially heterogeneous. Indeed, even in the
training set of Potsdam, “clutter” encompasses all land covers
and objects that do not belong to any of the other classes.
This issue is indicated by the values of precision and recall
in Table II. In contrast to what we observed in the case of
Vaihingen, we did not obtain an improvement when applying
FESTA with various λ values to the Potsdam dataset. In the
case of this dataset, the aforementioned “clutter” class is
especially heterogeneous and inherently has a very high inter-
class variability. This aspect may limit the benefit of the loss
function of FESTA, which incorporates metric and similarity
terms to address the incompleteness of scribbled GT [25].
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Fig. 9. Details of tile 6_08 of the Potsdam dataset. (a) Predictions of hypercolumn trained with the scribbled GT. (b) Canonical CRF. (c) [42]. (d) Cl-FC-CRF
(all obtained starting from hypercolumn classification). (e) NIR-R-G image. (f) GT. (g) Clustering result. (h) Map obtained by labeling each cluster according
to the maximum average posterior. (i) Predictions of U-Net trained with the scribbled GT. (j) Canonical CRF. (k) [42]. (l) Cl-FC-CRF (all obtained starting
from U-Net classification). The panels in the first and last rows correspond to results obtained from baseline hypercolumn and U-Net, respectively. Color
legend: buildings, trees, grass, cars, and clutter; streets in white.

C. Sensitivity to Hyperparameters and the Subset of Samples
Used for Clustering

Cl-FC-CRF includes several hyperparameters, i.e., L, p, k,
h, σ , and the weights λ. Furthermore, the results may have an
intrinsic random variability because a randomly chosen subset
of samples is used in the clustering stage. The values of the
weights λ and σ are automatically computed, as described in
Section IV-D. Here, we discuss the sensitivity of the results
of Cl-FC-CRF to the values set for the other hyperparameters
(see Section IV-D) and to the choice of the sample subset used
for clustering. For computational reasons, we have investigated

these aspects in conjunction with U-Net on a single tile per
dataset, namely 6_8 for Potsdam and 30 for Vaihingen.

Specifically, the clustering is separately run eight times
using eight distinct random subsets of the available samples.
In the case of Potsdam tile 6_8, the mean OA over these runs
is 71.19% with a standard deviation of 0.15%—compared
to the result of 71.26% shown in Table II. In the case of
Vaihingen tile 30, we obtain a mean OA of 81.62% with
a standard deviation of 0.18%, compared to the value of
81.33% in Table I. In both cases, the low value of standard
deviation, compared to the corresponding mean, suggests a low
variability of the results of the proposed method as a function
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TABLE III

BEHAVIOR OF OA ON VAIHINGEN TILE 30 AND POTSDAM TILE 6_8 WHILE
VARYING THE HYPERPARAMETERS OF CL-FC-CRF. THE MEAN OA

OVER EIGHT SEPARATE RUNS IS REPORTED

of the randomness in the input of the clustering stage. This
can be ascribed to the grid approach used for the random
selection of the samples used for clustering: considering a
32 × 32 window and the very high spatial resolution of the
considered aerial datasets, the vast majority of the samples
in such a window belongs to the same class, and hence,
the overall distribution of the selected samples and their class
memberships does not significantly change among the different
runs. This suggests that the results of the proposed method are
not critically sensitive to the choice of the subset of samples
used in the clustering stage. In the application to input images
with different spatial resolutions, it would be straightforward
to tune the size of the nonoverlapping windows in the grid as
a function of this resolution.

Regarding the hyperparameters, we have tested the proposed
method varying each of them, one at a time, while keeping the
others on the default configuration (L, p, k, h) = (2, 3, 256, 4)
discussed in Section IV-D. The resulting mean OA values are
shown in Table III. The standard deviations are again very
small, so they are omitted for brevity.

First, concerning the number L of blocks from which
activations are extracted for clustering purposes, L ≥ 3 is
not considered according to the comments in Section IV-D.
In the case L = 1, mean OAs of 81.46% and 71.29%
are obtained on Vaihingen tile 30 and Potsdam tile 6_8,
respectively. Then, given L = 2, the number p of principal
components extracted from each block of activations is varied
from 0 (i.e., no intermediate activations) to 2. We recall that
the criterion to set this maximum number of principal com-
ponents is to retain 50% of the sum of all PCA eigenvalues.
In the case of Potsdam tile 6_8, Cl-FC-CRF obtains mean
OA values of 70.75%, 70.98%, and 71.29% for p = 0, 1,
and 2, respectively. These accuracies are similar, although
they suggest a trending decrease of the performances as p
decreases, which is consistent with the role of the number
of retained principal components in the developed technique.
In the case of Vaihingen tile 30, the mean OA is 81.84%,
81.27%, and 81.48% for p = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. In this
case, the results do not show a monotonic trend, but all scores
are in line with the aforementioned low standard deviation.
The limited sensitivity of the method to the values of L and
p in their considered ranges is expected, considering that
the resulting multiscale tensor is not directly passed to the
energy minimization algorithm. Indeed, after the definition of
the centroids through clustering, the multiscale tensor is used
in the energy minimization stage only to compute the pairwise
potentials.

Once the multiscale tensor is finalized, the clustering deter-
mines k clusters and each pixel is connected to the h nearest
cluster centroids. Starting from the value k = 256, the cases

TABLE IV

ACCURACIES OBTAINED ON THE FOUR TILES OF THE VAIHINGEN
DATASET BY THE HYPERCOLUMN TRAINED WITH DENSE GT

k = 128 and 64 have been considered. In complex datasets
with six thematic classes, a smaller number of clusters would
be inconsistent with the rationale of the proposed method to
use clustering to approximate full connection. In the case of
Vaihingen tile 30, the mean OA values are 80.85% and 80.48%
for k = 128 and 64, respectively. In the case of Potsdam
tile 6_8, they are 71.50% and 70.92% for k = 128 and 64,
respectively. Similarly, starting from h = 4, the number h of
nearest centroids is varied to 3 and 2. These two values lead to
mean OAs of 81.71% and 81.31%, respectively, on Vaihingen
tile 30 and of 71.42% and 71.13%, respectively, on Potsdam
tile 6_8. These results, as a function of k and h, suggest a
low sensitivity of the accuracy of Cl-FC-CRF with respect
to these hyperparameters in their considered ranges. Larger
values of k and h are not discussed in detail because they
lead to computation times 8–10 times longer than those with
k ≤ 256 and h ≤ 4. This is consistent with the increased
complexity of the graph associated with the proposed CRF.
Vice versa, it is also worth noting that the inference time of
Cl-FC-CRF in the case k = 3 is about 1/5 of the time in the
case k = 4.

D. Comparison to a Densely Trained Model

In order to investigate the capability of the proposed method
to reduce the gap between the results achieved by CNNs
trained with dense and scribbled data, we discuss here the
results obtained by the considered CNN when trained using
the complete GT. We focus here on the case of the Vaihingen
dataset (see Table IV) using a hypercolumn model. The results
in the cases of Vaihingen with U-Net and of Potsdam are
similar. In particular, we note that the precision and recall
values obtained by Cl-FC-CRF, which makes use of the
scribbled GT only, even when they are lower than those of
the input CNN result, approach those of the CNN trained on
the full GT more closely than the other considered approaches.
If we compute the absolute differences between the precisions
obtained by the densely trained hypercolumn (Table IV) and
the precisions achieved by each method applied in conjunction
with the hypercolumn in Table I and if we average over the
set of classes, then the average difference is 19.11%, 18.70%,
16.97%, and 14.85% for the CNN trained with the scribbled
GT, the canonical CRF, the method in [42], and Cl-FC-CRF,
respectively. In the case of FESTA trained with the scribbled
GT, this average precision difference, compared to the densely
trained hypercolumn, is 15.41%.

A similar trend is observed for the recall values. This
suggests an improved capability of the proposed approach,
compared to the canonical CRF and the techniques in [42]
and [25], to mitigate the impact of the scribbled GT by taking
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benefit from long-range interactions and the intermediate
activations of the network.

VI. CONCLUSION

When going beyond benchmarks, one cannot expect a
perfectly labeled GT. As a consequence, CNN models will
provide only an approximate solution of the geometry of
objects in the final semantic segmentation maps since such
geometric information cannot be modeled from the training
set. To enhance the applicability of CNN architectures to
remote sensing datasets endowed with poor or scribbled GTs,
in this article, we have proposed a method combining CNN,
CRF, multiscale information, and clustering concepts. The
solution is especially topical in relation to the challenging
requirements of CNN methods for large annotated datasets.
The method incorporates the benefits of both multiscale
and semisupervised approaches while being computationally
affordable in the overall land-cover mapping process, includ-
ing the training of the CNN, its application for prediction
purposes, and the clustering and energy minimization stages
of the developed technique.

Experimental results on two well-known semantic segmen-
tation benchmarks composed of subdecimetric aerial images
and, in conjunction with two distinct CNN architectures, have
demonstrated the potential of the proposed approach. The
method has proved able to partly compensate for the impact
of the scribbled GT on the CNN map. It has been capable
of accurately recovering object geometries and borders and
also retrieving objects that have been partially or completely
missed by the CNN. The experimental comparisons with
recent techniques, aimed at approximating a fully connected
CRF or at mitigating the impact of scribbled GT through the
loss function directly, have also confirmed the effectiveness of
these previous approaches. However, the proposed technique
has obtained improvements compared to these methods in
terms of classification accuracy and/or of the delineation of
the spatial features in the imaged scene.

The proposed method comprehends several hyperparame-
ters. As each hyperparameter is varied in a relevant range,
the obtained results are quite stable and consistently provide
improvements compared to the baseline CNN. The same com-
ment also holds with regard to the role of the random sampling
of a subset of pixels that are used for clustering purposes—a
random sampling that reflects in a remarkably small standard
deviation of the accuracy of the overall developed approach.

We have limited our choice of a clustering method to a
simple algorithm (k-means). The use of k-means might have
led to poor discrimination of minority classes such as cars
and clutter, for which the CNN trained with a scribbled GT
obtained poor discrimination. Extending the proposed method
through the integration of semisupervised clustering tech-
niques is a relevant future development of the present work.
On the one hand, the overall performance of the method could
benefit from a more discriminant clustering result. On the
other hand, this possible improvement should be evaluated in
a tradeoff with the expected increase in computation time due
to the more complex clustering algorithm.

Furthermore—and from a different perspective—, a sig-
nificantly more sophisticated clustering stage could support
extending the proposed CRF model in conjunction with any
learning framework that provides pixel-wise class posteri-
ors, for example, ensemble-based (e.g., random forest) or
kernel-based (e.g., support vector machines). This is intrin-
sically feasible through the probabilistic graphical structure of
Cl-FC-CRF. However, the aim of this work has been to study
the impact of sparse GT on the performance of CNN models
and how to mitigate this impact, leading us to focus on this
family of models.

Another aspect worth investigating could be the application
of the proposed method with varying levels of GT sparsity,
possibly coming from an actual manual annotation campaign
rather than obtained through simulation. The proposed method
could also be applied in conjunction with CNN architectures
adopting other network designs for semantic segmentation
(e.g., dilated convolutions [52]). This possibility is ensured by
the flexibility of the proposed approach, which can be applied
to any CNN model that returns dense posterior estimates
and for which there exists a well-defined relation between
the pixel lattices of the output layer and the intermediate
layers from which activations are extracted. From a compu-
tational viewpoint, the parallelization of Cl-FC-CRF, which
is favored by both its Markovian structure and its patch-wise
implementation, would be relevant, especially compared to the
current implementation that has been developed for scientific
experiments and not for production purposes. Exploring the
effect of these extensions, together with the possibility to
also consider the GT data to guide the clustering process,
is therefore worth studying in future research.
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